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The development of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) in terms of multi-band, multi-polarization and highresolution data, favored the application of this technology also in archaeology [1]. Different approaches based
on both single and multitemporal data analysis, exploiting the backscattering and the penetration of radar data,
have been used for a number of archaeological sites and landscapes [2-5]. Nevertheless, the capability of this
technology in archaeological applications has so far not been fully assessed. It lacks a contribution aimed at
evaluating the potential of SAR technology for the same study area by using different bands, spatial resolutions
and data processing solutions. In the framework of the Chinese-Italian bilateral project “Smart management of
cultural heritage sites in Italy and China: Earth Observation and pilot projects”, we addressed some pioneering
investigations to assess multi-mode (multi-band, temporal, resolution) satellite SAR data (including X-band
TerraSAR, C-band Envisat and L-band ALOS PALSAR) in archaeological prospection of the Silk road [6].
The Silk Road, a series of trade and cultural transmission routes connecting China to Europe, is the witness of
civilization and friendship between the East and West dated back to 2000 years ago, that left us various relics (e.g.
lost cities) to be uncovered and investigated..
In particular, the assessment has been performed in the Xinjiang and Gansu section pf the Silk Road focusing on :
i) the subsurface penetration capability of SAR data in the arid and semi-arid region
ii) and sensitivity of SAR imaging geometry for the detection of relics
As regards the point i) , apart from the soil moisture, the penetration is seriously restricted by the soil porosity. For
instance, negligible penetration signs were detected in Yumen Frontier Pass either using X- or L-band SAR data
due to the occurrence of Yardang landscape.
As regards the point ii), the flight path of SAR images in parallel with the direction of observed targets is beneficial
for improved detection of potential linear remains (e.g. Great Wall in Han-dynasty surrounding the Yumen Frontier
Pass) owing to the formation of dihedral and helix scatterings based on the theory of radar physics.
Morevorer, spatial resolution of multi-mode SAR images for archaeology was compared in the sites of Niya,
Yumen Frontier Pass and suspected protectorate of the western regions. Results indicated that high resolution
tended to easier detection of ancient targets through the identification of backscattering anomalies.
Finally, interferometric analysis was also evaluated to provide complementary information rather than the
backscattering. The variation of coherence is closely related to the physical parameters of observed surface, e.g.
soil moisture, mild-relief as well as materials; and consequently it is useful for the relic feature enhancement and
identification, validated by the PALSAR coherence images in Niya site.
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